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A sculpture 1.75 metres high in pitch black con-
crete consists of staircases at various levels lead-
ing to a kind of altar within a rounded bunker-like 
form. The work expresses a restrained, classical aus-
terity; it is rendered in an abstract way, stripped of 
all details and decoration. Pulpitum I (2011) is a 
typical piece by the young Belgian visual artist Ren-
ato Nicolodi. Though his work examines collective 
architectural typologies, it is strongly embedded in 
his particular history. “My work stems from a per-
sonal past”, the artist explains. “It’s about the story 
of my grandparents.” Nicolodi’s grandfather was 
only 19 when World War II broke out. As an Italian 
citizen, he was conscripted by Mussolini and fought 
together with the Germans. When Italy joined the 
allies and broke with Mussolini’s regime, Nicolodi 
was imprisoned by the Germans and forced to work 
in a labour camp. He finally ended up in Belgium 
and joined the resistance. “Those stories of my 
grandfather always took place in dark bunkers, 
small rooms and trenches”, the artist says. “They 

had a huge impact on me as a child. Though I could 
not really visualise it, I did create an image in my 
head.” A second trigger for his artistic development 
was a walk along the coastline of northern France, 
where he saw remnants of the notorious Atlantic 
Wall. “Those bunkers almost felt like monoliths in 
the landscape. I then began doing research and read 
Paul Virilio’s ‘Bunker Archaeology’ in which he ex-
plains that old bunkers still have something to say 
about today.” The sculptures Nicolodi makes are in-
spired by bunkers, but also by other architectural 
types and elements. His works have names like 
Mausoleum, Observatory, Belvedere, Atrium and 
Panopticon. “When the spectator looks at my sculp-
tures, the title can give him clues as how to interpret 
it. But that is only a fraction of the work’s meaning. 
I use certain kinds of architecture, but also delib-
erately leave a lot open to interpretation. There is 
also the context of the exhibition or the play with 
shadow that is important.” Panopticon I (2006), 
for example, a work that he realised for a church 

Memento Mori

monuments, mausoleums, bunkers, triumphal arches, … these weighty structures 
provide the source pool that renato nicolodi plunges into to create his black 
or grey concrete monolithic sculptures. featuring dramatic stairways, über-tall 
columns, and strictly formal forms, these austere entities spring from a personal 
narrative that runs deep, reflecting a distinct history and referring in great part to 
World War II. With a few exceptions, these works are expressed as architectural 
miniatures of a completely tangible size that reveal the full impact of the edifice 
while only suggesting the work as a potential model for an imaginary space.

Renato Nicolodi’s take on remembrance

Sam Steverlynck

amniS i, 2012 
Cement board and wood 
590 x 410 x 590 cm
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close to Ghent, combines Jeremy Bentham’s notion 
of the Panopticon with this specific, sacred context. 
Bentham developed an architectural concept con-
sisting of a circular structure with a tower in the 
centre that facilitates the observation and control of 
large groups of people in institutions without them 
being aware of it. That quickly became a model for 
prison architecture. For this work, Nicolodi kept 
only the circular form, combining it with a baptis-
mal font. Hence, he brings together the notion of 
the ‘control society’ inherent in Bentham’s concept 
(and later further developed by Foucault) and the 
idea of God’s omnipresent eye.

tHE totAlItArIAn ASPECt 

The formal vocabulary Nicolodi uses often refers to 
the power display by totalitarian regimes like fas-
cism and Nazism. His sculpture, Deambulatorium I, 
a U- shaped construction with corridors and walk-
ways, would make Albert Speer drool. “I work with 
this formal language that is very loaded”, Nicolodi 
admits. “But that’s a pity. Because it is a style that 
recurred in many cultures before it was abused dur-
ing World War II.” Initially the artist was reluctant 

to use that vocabulary. “My biggest fear was to be 
misunderstood. That is the reason I waited so long 
to use pillars. The verticality was an element that 
reinforced totalitarian ideology even more. While a 
bunker offers protection, it is something individual.” 
The formal language is not just one-sided, howev-
er. “If you look at the Jewish Museum in Berlin or 
monuments that the English made for the victims 
of both world wars, one notices that the formal lan-
guage is often the same. It is the sort of architec-
ture that can be used on both sides.” Nicolodi de-
scribes his work as ‘architecture of remembrance’. 
“These sculptures are a Denkmal and a memory of 
something you do not want to experience again. At 
the same time, I play with the notion of attraction 
and repulsion.” Whereas monuments are normally 
designed to overwhelm the viewer and make him 
look upwards, Nicolodi’s sculptures mostly demand 
a downward gaze. In a way, he also directs the eye 
of the viewer in one single direction. And that is to-
ward the sculpture’s front side or entrance. “At the 
Atelier, we learned that a sculpture should be inter-
esting from all sides. Formally, it is less interesting to 
work with one entrance or blind walls like I do. But 
it reinforces the concept.” 

atrium i, 2006 (1/2)
Concrete and wood
90 x 70 x 135 cm

circo ii, 2009 (3)
Concrete
54 x 67 x 141 cm

Deambulatorium i, 2007 (4)
Acrylic on paper

monumentS aux mortS i, 
2011 (5)
Black concrete and wood
variable dimensions
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PorticuS iii, 2008 (1)
lambda print on plexi
117 x 117 cm

belvéDère, 2008 (2)
reinforced concrete
1200 x 1400 x 620 cm
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A mElAnCHolIC SIdE

Nicolodi deliberately uses the term ‘sculpture’ and 
not ‘scale model’. “A scale model is a smaller study 
of something that will be realised in a bigger ver-
sion. My work is not meant to be realised in its real 
size. I rather see it as a proposal to create an imagi-
nary space.” In this way, the artist has an affiliation 
with Etienne-Louis Boullée, an 18th century vision-
ary architect known for his extravagant architectural 
plans, like Newton’s Cenotaph, and his megaloma-
niac vision for the Royal Library in Paris. “Boullée 
made amazing architectural drawings. None of these 
works have been realised, however. The only things 
left are the drawings. But I think that’s beautiful. 
How you can evoke a complete world in a draw-
ing.” Though, like Boullée’s, Nicolodi’s proposals 
are not normally constructed at full scale, there are 
exceptions. He has made temporary structures, like 
Amnis, a bunker/watchtower situated alongside the 
canal in Roeselare, Belgium, which refers to World 
War II and the bombings that took place there. In 
the Dutch city of Middelburg, the artist also built 
De Profundis (2012). The installation consists of 
a black gate in front of a Jewish graveyard, which 

almost seems to sink into the ground. And for the 
Belgian city of Genk, he designed the permanent 
installation Belvedere (2008). This is made of rein-
forced concrete, as a kind of triumphal arch. It can 
be interpreted as the gate between life and death, 
where you can look back on your life or wait for 
somebody. “The work also reminds me of the paint-
ing ‘Der Wanderer’ by Caspar David Friedrich. It is a 
romantic and melancholic image. I also have a mel-
ancholic side. I like to cherish memories. And that is 
what my work is all about.”‹

www.renatonicolodi.com 
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circo i, 2009 (1)
Concrete and wood
512 x 325 x 137 cm

De ProfunDiS, 2012 (2)
Wood
660 x 700 x 900 cm

PanoPticon i, 2006 (3)
Cement, polyurethane and wood
500 x 500 x 160 cm
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